Large virtualized network measurements

Using SR-IOV, it is possible to share hardware network interfaces with multiple virtual machines using passthrough with bypassing the hypervisor reducing the virtualization overhead. Using SR-IOV for setting up a complete measurement infrastructure will lead to improved measurement results compared to complete virtualized solutions by mitigating the overhead of providing large network topologies using hardware hosts especially with setting them up in a flexible way [2]. SR-IOV is used in our Scenario with the IOMMU for direct memory access. We want to use the proposed setup for experiments on larger networks [1]. We developed a possibility to setup an arbitrary topology using SR-IOV and the chair’s testbed orchestrator, but as of now it is not possible to expand the topology over multiple hardware hosts and automatically assign the Virtual machines and connections. This is required as complete cores are necessary for the virtual machines to reduce interference with the hypervisor, but this reduces the available resources. Without spanning over multiple hardware machines our limit at the moment are 20 virtual machines in the topology simulating hosts, routers and switches. Therefore, the aim of this thesis is to evaluate the existing approach, extend it to span over multiple hosts and evaluate the best placements for various topologies using our Chair’s testbed resources.
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- Conducting research on single-root I/O-virtualization
- Analyze the currently existing solution
- Extend it to build topologies over multiple hardware hosts
- Evaluate and discuss the results
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